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NEW QUESTION: 1
Enterprises with more than 30,000 users can use a distributed call management network where
four or more U1900 unified gateways are convergent.
About the network in convergent mode, which of the following statements are CORRECT?
(Multiple Choice)
A. Local nodes are connected to the convergent node through SIP trunks.
B. The convergence gateway routes inter-node calls.
C. Multiple convergence gateways can be deployed to work in active/standby or load balancing
mode.
D. Terminals including IP phones on each node all register with the convergence gateway.
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following can only be mitigated through the use of technical controls rather that
user security
training?
A. Shoulder surfing
B. Vishing
C. Trojans
D. Zero-day
Answer: D
Explanation:
Section: Threats and Vulnerabilities
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A zero-day vulnerability is an unknown vulnerability in a software application. This cannot be
prevented by
user security training.
A zero-day vulnerability refers to a hole in software that is unknown to the vendor. This security
hole is
then exploited by hackers before the vendor becomes aware and hurries to fix it-this exploit is
called a
zero-day attack. Uses of zero day attacks can include infiltrating malware, spyware or allowing

unwanted
access to user information. The term "zero day" refers to the unknown nature of the hole to
those outside
of the hackers, specifically, the developers. Once the vulnerability becomes known, a race
begins for the
developer, who must protect users.

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You have a System Center 2012 infrastructure that contains Service Manager, Virtual Machine
Manager (VMM), and Orchestrator.
You configure the Service Manager connector for VMM and Orchstrator.
You need to enable self-service provisioning of virtual machines. The solution must use an
approval process based on a worklflow.
What order should you perform the listed actions? (To answer, move all the actions from the list
of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.)
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/13641.system-center-2012-integrati
on-guide- service-manager-en-us.aspx
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/12323.system-center-2012-integrati
on-guide- virtual-machine-manager.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 4
Sie erstellen einen Azure-Lastenausgleich.
Sie müssen dem Load Balancer eine IPv6-Lastausgleichsregel hinzufügen.
Wie sollten Sie das Azure PowerShell-Skript vervollständigen? Um zu antworten, wählen Sie die
entsprechenden Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Powershell command to create a load balancer rule (AzureRm module new version is AZ as
given in below command):
$lbrule1v6 = New-AzLoadBalancerRuleConfig
-Name "HTTPv6"
-FrontendIpConfiguration $FEIPConfigv6
-BackendAddressPool $backendpoolipv6
-Probe $healthProbe
-Protocol Tcp
-FrontendPort 80
-BackendPort 8080

Powershell command to create the load balancer using the previously created objects :
New-AzLoadBalancer
-ResourceGroupName NRP-RG
-Name 'myNrpIPv6LB'
-Location 'West US'
-FrontendIpConfiguration $FEIPConfigv6
-InboundNatRule $inboundNATRule1v6
-BackendAddressPool $backendpoolipv6
-Probe $healthProbe
-LoadBalancingRule $lbrule1v6
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-ipv6-internet-ps
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